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do you know what you are working with? these vocal opportunities are just the beginning! each vocal
track has been meticulously recorded at the best levels of stereo, including vocal track and

spectrogram. the unique samples are written with hooks, melodic structure and other musical pieces
that compliment the vocals. if you are looking to step up your game from sing-a-longs, let these
vocal abilities step up and create your next hit! five guitar parts are included, one of which is a

custom effect library to further expand your imagination! it contains many unique guitar effects and
audio effects like 11 duplicates, 11 flangers, 11 multi fxs, 11 chorus, 11 echo, 11 distortors, 11

reverbs, 11 stutters, and 11 compressors. it is labeled with the original key it was recorded to and
will stretch to a wide range and tempos while still sounding musical. it is truly a sonic orgy of

possibilities! this is a diverse and powerful collection of songs with well thought out and meaningful
lyrics that are ready to be used in high calibre productions. cory is a singer / songwriter with a huge
depth of talent and style which is clearly stamped on this sample pack. find more about his music

using the links below. an exciting collection of vocals sampled from legendary analog consoles such
as the tx-1, prophet 5, and spectrasonics omnisphere. new drum, bass and lead instruments from

some of today's biggest producers and sound artists. this demo is perfect for dubstep, trap, chillstep,
house, progressive and more. keywords: demo, product, album,acid, bugs, ghetto, crunk, funky,

zouk, techno, deep house, techno house, soul, trap, dubstep, hip hop, r&b, techno, choons, hip hop,
rhythm, hip hop, rhythms, super heavy, vocal band,dj hyper garage,dj super leggy,keywords : free.
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this pack also contains a few of the most interesting and popular songs from the 3 years cory has
been releasing music, he has provided you with access to these songs to be used and remixed as

you see fit. a’specially for those who are new to corys work this pack has been produced to be
extremely versatile, giving you access to the core of his songwriting and vocal ability. cory’s vocals

have an amazing range, rich timbre and huge amount of detail. you’ll find him singing in all different
styles including raw and gritty sounds as well as soft and beautiful vocals. the vocals in this pack

have been carefully crafted and mastered to ensure a great mix and feel to the overall sound of the
pack. in total there are over 35 different parts of vocal you will find in this pack ranging from epic

vocals and breakdowns to catchy hooks and ring tones. if you’re looking for vocals to add depth and
character to your productions then look no further than this amazing pack. cory is a talented singer,

and his signature style has been captured perfectly in this pack. his vocals have been carefully
crafted and mastered to ensure a great mix and feel to the overall sound of the pack. in total there

are over 35 different parts of vocal you will find in this pack ranging from epic vocals and
breakdowns to catchy hooks and ring tones. as the vocalists are the heart and soul of every song

cory friesenhan vocal sessions multiformat are that and more in this extraordinary collection of vocal
samples. featuring vocalists from all genres, cory friesenhan vocal sessions multiformat has

something for everyone. the digital sound quality of the vocals in this pack is simply incredible, and
all the vocals come with midi files as well, giving you that extra flexibility. 5ec8ef588b
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